1. Introduction. The following problem is frequently treated in the literature: Given a finite-difference operator L defined for a function 4> on some open, connected region R, with boundary R, what estimates can be given for sup« | <p | in terms of supB | L<t> | and sup¿ \d>\? Such estimates are essential for the appraisal of discretization and round-off errors in a finite-difference approximation to the solution of a differential equation. For a linear operator L of nonnegative type (i.e. L satisfies a maximum principle), estimates of this kind are derivable by the well-known Gerschgorin [6] method and its extensions (see [5]). The method is to bound | </> | by a certain comparison function SF, by showing, using the maximum principle, that both (j> -^ is 0 and -<p -^ iï 0 throughout the region.
Here A and d are not the usual Laplace and partial-differentiation operators, respectively, but rather they represent difference-quotients analogous to them, on a square lattice with mesh spacing h.
This theorem, which we prove in Section 3, provides estimates for differencequotients not only at the center of a cube, as stated, but actually (as explained at the beginning of Section 5) it yields interior estimates for practically any region. Also we show that, under conditions (1.2) and (1.3), inequalities (1.4)- (1.7) are, in fact, the best possible estimates, except possibly for some minor improvements in the numerical coefficients.
Although we restrict our proof to the finite-difference formulation of Theorem 1.1, it should be noted that the differential analogue of this theorem (as well as of any other hereingiven) is also true, and basically the same proofs are applicable. By the "differential analogue of Theorem 1.1" we mean, of course, that the A and ô operators have their usual differential meaning. However, this cannot be the meaning of d in estimates like (1.6) or (1.7) , where explicit dependence on the mesh-size h is exhibited. For the continuous analogues of these estimates, the operator d~/dxkdxl in (1.6) (and similarly 3 /dxk ) should be interpreted as a first-order differencequotient of a first-order partial derivative, notwithstanding the interpretation of A as the differential Laplacian. This leads, by corresponding changes in the proofs, to the estimate (1.6a) 1 2h -r-<t>(hek) dxi dxi </>(-hek) â^M + (|log|)ô, 1 á¡^á», where ek is the unit vector in the xk direction. In contrast to the absence of published material about the finite difference case, there is a vast literature concerning estimates for the derivatives of solutions of partial differential equations. (See [7] .) J. Schauder [8] , [9] obtained such estimates, bounding the modulus of any first-or second-order derivative of the solution <p, for any linear elliptic equations of the second order L<j> = f. He obtained both interior estimates and estimates near the boundary. The former depend on sup | 0 |, sup | /1, and the Holder-continuity of/ and of the coefficients of L, while the latter estimates also depend on Holder-norms related to the smoothness of the boundary conditions. Motivated by Schauder estimates, we show, in Section 4, that also in the finite difference case, if A0 satisfies a Holder-condition at a point, then the second-order difference-quotients at that point have bounds not depending on h. Schauder estimates were extended to elliptic systems of great generality by A. Douglis and L. Nirenberg [4] and by S. Agmon, A. Douglis and L. Nirenberg [1] , [2] . In addition, the latter gave analogous Lp estimates, for p > 1, up to the boundary. They also present an extensive bibliography on this subject. The differential analogies to most of our theorems are just special cases of the results of this extensive literature. Only inequalities (1.6), or (1.6a), and (1.7) seem to have no counterpart therein. The methods we use to obtain these results are quite different from those used in the above theory. The proofs in the above mentioned papers rely on potential theoretic considerations, which, presumably, cannot be conveniently translated into a discrete form. (This may explain the sparsity of literature on the finite-difference case. A work by H. Montvila [8] , whose methods are essentially discrete analogues to the usual continuous methods, comes out with estimates much weaker than ours. ) Our methods are more elementary, using only the maximum principle and some symmetries exhibited by the operators. Thus, incidentally, the continuous analogues of our proofs provide more elementary derivations of some of the known differential results.
Our results and proofs are themselves capable of generalization in several directions. In Section 5 we discuss the continuation of the interior estimates to the vicinity of some straight portion of the boundary. For more general boundaries similar methods are applicable, with some additional complexities common to all finite-difference calculations near curved boundaries. This work is currently in progress.
In Section 6 the up-to-the-boundary estimates for the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian are generalized to the discrete version of the operator L = A + p(x, y)d/dx + q(x, y)d/dy, which, for constant p and q, is essentially the canonical form of the elliptic equation of second order with constant coefficients. Generalization of the estimates to other discrete elliptic operators are at present under investigation.
In Section 7 we present up-to-the-boundary estimates for the Neumann problem, to illustrate how our techniques have to be modified in this case. In a subsequent paper we plan to present some of the above-indicated generalizations. The author is indebted to Professor Louis Nirenberg for helpful discussions.
2. Preliminary Notation and Lemmas. The methods used in this and the forthcoming sections are applicable for Euclidean spaces of arbitrary dimension (higher than 1). However, for convenience of notation, we shall regularly restrict ourselves to the x-y plane, leaving for later remarks the slight modifications necessary for higher dimensions.
For the finite-difference formulation we cover the plane by a square lattice of net points Pij = (xí , ijj), with Xi = ih, y j = jh , where i and j are integers and h some fixed positive constant (the mesh spacing).
In the present paper we consider some open, connected region whose boundary is solely composed of vertical and horizontal links of the net, so that the region is actually a union of meshes of the net. The set of net points which are interior to that region is called R, and the set of net points which lie on its boundary is called R. It is such a set of net points R that we mean hereinafter when we speak of "a region".
We also regularly denote R = R + R.
The special types of regions, rectangles and infinite strips, which we consider are denoted respectively by Rob = { (xí , yf) \\xí\ < a, | y¡ | < b\ The following definition of "distance along the lattice" will be useful: d(P, Q) = | xp -xQ I + | yP -yQ |, where P = (xP , yP) and Q = (xQ , yQ) are any two lattice points. For any set S of lattice points we put d(P,S) = iriind(P,Q).
For any function d> defined on the mesh we employ the notation <Pi,i = <p(xi, yf) = <p(Pi.j),
A0i.y = (l/A2)(0f+i,y + 0¡,y+i + 0i-l,y + 4>i,j-l ~ 4tf>i,y). Note that condition (2.1) is obviously satisfied whenever R is a bounded region, and in this case the boundedness of 0 should not be explicitly required. But condition (2.1) is also satisfied in other cases, e.g. any region R which is a subset of the infinite strip Rb .
Proof. We put It is also easily deduced from Lemma 2.2 that the Dirichlet problem, for the discrete Poisson equation in a region R which satisfies (2.1), has one and only one bounded solution.
3. Interior Estimates for the Dirichlet-Poisson Discrete Operator. In this section difference-quotients of a function <b at the center of a square Rbb are estimated in terms of A0(A;,¡,) and <b(Rbb). This square Rbb is shown in Fig. 1 , where a notation is introduced for some points related to that square. Reference to this notation is made in subsequent proofs, in an obvious manner. Thus, Rabcd designates the (discrete) interior part of the rectangle ABCD; RAbcd designates the (discrete) boundary of that rectangle; AB is simply the segment AB; etc. as follows:
Pu is the arbitrary net point (of Section 5) whose (positive) coordinates are {xi , yj), where xi < a, yj < b. This point determines the location of all the subscripted points by requiring that Rp1q1r1b1 be a square with base on the line RS and center at P¡j ; TiUi be a centerline, through Pu , of the rectangle Rp2q2rs ; and G¿H¡ is a centerline, through Pu , of the square
The first two lemmas of this section have slightly more general forms than necessary for the interior estimates (Theorem 3.1). Instead of the square Rbb, these lemmas deal with the rectangle Rob , and refer therefore to the notation introduced in Fig. 2 . The more general forms of these lemmas will be useful in Section 5. Proof. We define the antisymmetric function (3.4) This gives Proof. Again we define * to be the antisymmetric part of <b, as in (3.4) . In the present case this entails (3.5) as well as (3.14) A*(Rab) = 0, This means that S^2 has no local maximum at any interior point of the segment GO. At other points of RAbef we have defined ^ to be discrete harmonic, so that SP2 has no local maximum throughout RAbef ■ Now SF is discrete harmonic anywhere in Rabef ■ Thus ty -ty also cannot have any local maximum in Rabef ■ But on the boundary RAbef the function SF -V vanishes, and so we have proved that
This, together with (3.29) and (3.30), give
Using Lemma 2.2 we gather, from (3.23)-(3.26) and (3.28) , the following two inequalities : which gives, by (3.22b) , the desired estimate.
The next lemmas estimate second-order difference-quotients. Again we shall use "antisymmetrization" methods, except that now "double-antisymmetrization" will be used, instead of the "one-direction antisymmetrization" employed for the above first-order estimates.
Lemma 3.4. If Proof. We define the auxiliary doubly-antisymmetric function
This function clearly satisfies so that, in virtue of (3.42), our lemma is proved.
Lemma 3.5. // </> satisfies (3.36) and (3.37) then
Proof. We follow here practically the same lines as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, except that the antisymmetrizations are done with respect to the lines x = ±y rather/than'the axis. That is, here we put The comparison function in the present case is defined as (3.52) x(x, y) = 10/ -x2) log (6/2/), y à I * |, which again has the property (3.45), and also Proof. We defined as in (3.39) , so that (3.42) holds. Also, by (3.56) and (3.57), (3.64) (3.65) On MF the function V3 is linear and vanishes at K. Hence, in the triangle Ruif , ty3 is antisymmetric about the median IK, and so (assuming p > 0) (3.66) Similiarly (3.67) *'(ffir/*) > 0.
The function SF has therefore no maximum in RGOf ■ The discrete harmonic function 4f2 has no interior minimum and so the difference SP3 -V2 cannot have any maximum in Roof ■ But on the boundary R00f this difference SF3 -^2 vanishes, and thus it should be nonpositive throughout Ro0f , i.e. This, by (3.77) , completes the proof. Remark B. With slight modifications, all the above lemmas and proofs are applicable for functions of n variables, with A defined as the n-dimensional discrete Laplace operator. Practically no change is needed in Lemmas 2.3, and their proofs, and the changes to be introduced in the other lemmas are quite obvious in nature. As a result, the following generalization of Theorem 3.1 is obtained: Theorem 3.2. In n-dimensional Euclidean space with coordinates xi ,x%, ■ • • xn let h be some positive increment and N some positive integer, and b = Nh; and let (3.91) fffc(") = {xk = ikh\ik integer, \ik\ < JV, (1 ^ k á n)\, [7] that when A0 satisfies a Holder condition, such a condition is obtainable also for every second-order derivative of 0. Motivated by this are the following lemmas and theorem, which give A-free estimates for the second-order differencequotients. Proof. We follow the method of proof of Lemma 3.5. As a comparison function we use here (4.7) x(x, y) = K2/2 -x2)[b" -2/1, y^\x\, which fulfils (3.53), as well as (4.8) -2 ^ Ax(x, y)/aya £ -f, V^\x\.
In the same way as in Section 3, these lemmas can be combined together with Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, into one theorem: Remark. As in Section 3 (in the remark following Theorem 3.2), it is here also easily demonstrated that, under conditions (4.9) and (4.10), estimates (4.11) and (4.12) are essentially the best possible ones.
It is known, however, that Holder-continuity, like (4.9), is not necessary to get A-free estimates for the second order difference quotients. On the other hand, just continuity is not sufficient. This is shown by the example (4.13) <b(x, y) = xy log log [l/(x2 + y2)], x2 + y2 ^ e~l.
The Laplacian of this function is everywhere continuous, whereas its mixed secondorder derivative is not bounded, its leading term in the vicinity of x = y = 0 being log log [l/(x2 + y2)].
Estimates up to the Boundary. The theorems of Sections 3 and 4 provide estimates for the difference-quotients
not only at the center of a square, but also, in fact, at any internal point of practically any region. Indeed, for each such internal point we may construct a square S, with boundary S, completely contained in the region, with this point at its center. Now, a bound for sup¿ | 0 | is furnished by wellknown methods (Lemma 2.3, for instance) so that the above theorems are readily applicable, yielding estimates for the difference-quotients at the center of S, as desired.
However, in order to estimate the difference-quotients near the boundary of the region, account must obviously be taken of the smoothness of both the boundary data and the boundary itself. The simplest (but still typical) case is that of a straight portion of the boundary on which the function identically vanishes. In such a case we can simply use reflection to continue the function across this portion of the boundary. Some points in a neighborhood of the previous boundary now are bounded away from the new boundary, and can be handled by interior estimates.
As an example, we shall now use this method of reflection to get estimates for the difference-quotients everywhere in the rectangle Rob ■ Remark. All the estimates in Theorem 5.1 are intentionally written in terms of the length 6 alone, without referring to the length a. By symmetry we can therefore replace 6 in these estimates by min (a, 6). Furthermore, the estimates are true for any a, no matter how large. In fact, they are true even for the case a = oo, i.e. for the infinite strip Rb (provided <p is not unbounded, cf. Section 2). The proof for this limiting case is altogether the same as the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Note that estimate (5.3) is precisely the best estimate for | 3^0/,^ | not depending on the length a, the mesh size A and the location (x¡, yj). Indeed, in the limiting case a -» °° , A -> 0, the function The method of extending interior estimates up to the boundary of a rectangle by means of reflections is also applicable to the A-free estimates of Section 4. But in this case we have to impose some extra conditions in the vicinity of the corners of the rectangle. That such extra conditions are necessary we see by studying the function 0 defined in (3.100)- (3.102) .
This function apparently behaves very well in the square Ragof : It has a constant A0 throughout this square, and on the boundary of this square 0 vanishes. Yet, it is clear from (3.105) that Hence, by Lemmas 4.1 (with the appended remark) and 3.6, we prove our theorem.
6. Estimates for L = A + p(x, y)dx + q(x, y)dv. We define the finite-difference operator L as follows :
L0i,y = A0t,y + P>,y3i0.-,y + C;,y3w$;,y For constant p and q, this operator is, basically, the canonical form of the second order elliptic equations with constant coefficients. Since we are primarily interested in estimates for the difference-quotients and not for the function itself, we do not give the slightly modified but technically cumbersome treatment that is required when we have an extra term )'¡,y0,,y in L. In this section we give up-to-the-boundary estimates, in a rectangle, for <p and its difference-quotients, in terms of sup | L<p j and the rectangle's width.
It is clear that no such estimates are possible unless we have some bounds for p(x, y) and q(x, y). We shall therefore assume throughout this section that finite bounds P and Q are given, such that (6.2) | pf,y {¿P, I qiJ | ^ Q, wherever L is defined. We shall also assume in this section that the mesh size A is so small that (6.3) A á 2min(P"\Q~1).
Under this condition L is a nonnegative operator, i.e. all the parenthesized coefficients in the right-hand side of (6.1) are nonnegative, and therefore the following extension of Lemma 2. Proof. Owing to the linearity of L, it suffices to prove the lemma for ty identically zero. For this case the proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.1, except that (2.2) is replaced by (6.4) and so (2.8) should be replaced by (1 4-(h/2) qI,j)^I,j+i S 40,., -(1 -(h/2)fj,j)<bj-.i- By expanding eH and é~a in Taylor's series, bearing in mind (6.9b) which implies H ^ 1.1, it is readily seen that, for Q = 11Q/10, each of the two bracketed terms is positive. (For Q = Q the first of these terms might be negative, but, for A â 3(6_1Q~3)1/2, the sum of the two terms is still positive.) Thus, for y ^ A, (6.14) L{y2eQ'w) ^ 2eQ'u ^ 2.
The same inequality is derived, in a similar way, for y ^ -A, and also, in a trivial way, for y -0. Consequently, for any y,
The proof is now completed by Lemma 6.1, using (6.10), (6.11) and (6.15). Lemma 6.3. 7/ condition (6.3) is satisfied and if Proof. We define 5 and n as in (6.21) and (6.22), so that (6.23) holds. There exists, of course, a point (xr, yj) in Rab such that (6.30) v = max (| dx<pi,j \, \ dy<t>r,j \).
For any length c which is an integral multiple of h, we may construct a square of net points Sc, with (xi, yj) at its center and 2c the length of its sides. This, together with (6.23), gives (6.34) v Ú (c/2)[\ + n(P + Q)} + (X/c) bVb. Now, (ß + Q)'1 is not necessarily a multiple of h, but, by requirement (6.27), we have some 0 ^ 8 < 1 such that we may put (6.35) c= (P + QT1 -6h.
Then, in place of (6.34) we may write
which involves (6.28). And (6.29) then follows from (6.28) and (6.23).
7. Estimates for the Neumann Problem. Most of the estimates of Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 have simple parallels in the case of Neumann boundary conditions, i.e. when the data are given in terms of 3"0(ß) instead of 0(ß), where 3" is some finite difference analogue to the normal derivative. In the present paper we are only interested in a rectangular region ß, and the definition of 3" is therefore quite straightforward. To each net point P of the boundary ß there is one and only one interior neighbour, P say, and we denote by P an exterior neighbour of P such that P is the midpoint of the segment PP. To be consistent with the definition (2.0) of dx and 3" , we define 3" also as a central difference expression, namely (7.1) dn<b(P) = U/2A)[0(P) -0(P)].
(Cf. Section 8 for a noncentral definition.) Note that (7.1) assumes 0 to be defined also at the exterior point P, for each point P in ß. Thus, to make the number of conditions equal the number of points, we should assume that A</> is known not only in ß but also on the boundary ß.
Theorem 7.1. If (7.2) dn4>(Rab) = 0 and (7.3) \*4>(R~*)\ Ú 5 then (7.4) 13.^(^)1 ^ 65.
Proof. We extend the definition of 0 to the whole plane by requiring (7.5) 4>M+i,j = <j>M-i,j ,
0»".>f+y -0»,jv-y , and (7) (8) 4>i.-N+j = 0¡,-jv-y, where M = a/h, N = b/h. By (7.2) and (7.3), these requirements uniquely define an extension, which satisfies, throughout the plane, (7.9) |A0,-,y| ^ 5, -oo <i,j < oo.
We now introduce two antisymmetric functions (7.10) fa = |(0,-,y -0,-,_y), -oo < i,j <co, and (7.11) fa = |(0,./+y -4>i.J-i), -<x> < i,j <<*>, where J is any integer in the interval 0 ^ J < N. By (7.3)-(7.11) we clearly get (7.12) fa = 0, -oo < i < oo, (7.13 ) fa = 0, -oo < i < oo, (7. 14) \ Mi.il á 5, -oo < ij < oo, and ' '"••■■> : ■■ ■■■•■!> (7.15) ; \Afa\ud, -*<i,j<*>.
Also, by (7v 10), (7.7) and (7.8), (7.16) Ipi.iN = ^(^i.ff+lf -0¿,_JV-Ar) = |(0i,AT_jv -0í,_jv+jv) = 0.
Thus, by (7.12), (7.14), (7.16 ) and Lemma 2.3 applied to the infinite strip 0 á y ú 26, (7.17) I fa+i I =g (5/2) (62 -y,2), -6 á 2/y á 6. Consequently, This, together with (7.13), (7.15) and Lemma 2.2 applied to the strip 0 á Vs =» &, yield (7.19 ) | fa | á 12/y(b -2/y) + \vi | (&2 -2//), 0 á 2/y á 6. Thus (7.20) 13,0^1 /' á I (6 -A) + A (62 -y/) < 56 -^ á 56.
Remark. This theorem clearly implies (7.21) |3a,0(ßoi))| ^ 0.5.
There is however no bound to 3x0¿,y in terms of 6 and 5 alone, without referring to
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use the length a. Indeed, the function (7.22) 0,-,y = ô(axi -|x,.|) fulfills (7.2) and (7.3), but (7.23) 3^,,o = 5(a -|A)
is unbounded for indefinitely large a.
Theorem 7.2. 7/0 satisfies (7.2) and (7.3) then (7.24) | dxy<b(Rab)\ S (8 + flog (6/A))5 and (7.25) max (|3aSe0,-.,-|, |3ra0;,y|) ^ (y + | + ^ log -j 5.
Proof. We continue 0 to the whole plane by requiring (7.5)-(7.8), which imply (7.9). For any point Pi,j we define two auxiliary functions (7.26) isij = j(0/+<,./+y + <f>r-i,j-i -4>j+í,j-j -0í_¿,J+y), and (7.27) 0»,y = |(0/+;,y+y + 0/-;,7_y -4>r+i,J+i ~ 4>i-i.J-i)-By (7.9), Theorem 7.1 and (7.21) we deduce (7.28) | Afa | á *, | AiA2,y | S 5, -a> < i,j < oo, (7.29) \dyfa\ á 65, |3"-A2,y| á |(a + 6)5, -co<»,j<ooi and, clearly, (7.30 ) fa = \tó,y = fa = $.-< = 0, -oo < i,j < oo.
Let S be a square with the net point Pr,j at its center and 26 the length of its sides.
From (7.29 ) and (7.30) we easily derive (7.31) *\8) è b% t2(S) ^ |6(a + 6)5, which, by Theorem 3.1 and (7.28), involves estimates (7.24) and (7.25) at the arbitrary point PT¡J .
8. Remain on Noncentral Difference-Quotients. In Sections 2 and 7 we have defined dx, dy, dxy and 3" by central-difference expressions. This is not necessary. In fact, the theorems of Sections 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 remain practically the same when we replace these difference-quotients by the "forward" expressions 3x+0i,y = (l/A)(0i+i,y -fa), 3v+0i,y = (l/A)(</»i,y+i -fa), Proof. Because of linearity, it suffices to treat the case 0 = 0. This can be proved in the same way as Lemma 2.1, with an obvious modification.
With this lemma replacing Lemma 2.2, all the proofs of estimates for 3+ remain essentially the same as those for 3. The theorems concerning interior estimates need be modified so that the estimated difference-quotient is evaluated at the center of the square in the theorem. 
